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DAVIDIAN

Telling the story
of our past.

Creating a story
for our future.

A King David Jewish education gives children the gift of knowing where they come from. It inspires pride in their Jewish identity,
awareness of their values, connection to our global community and love for our homeland Israel. With these strong roots, they
are able to grow into a future of their own making.

Chag Pesach Sameach
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From the
Wolf’s
Mouth

Paradise Lost? –
a World Predicament
(with apologies to the poet John Milton)
For over a year now our lives have
been totally transformed by the
Covid 19 pandemic, and we have
been deprived of so much that had
been the natural part of everyday
life - life that allowed the closeness
of extended families on shabbat
and chagim, socializing with friends,
visits to the cinema and theatre,
watching and participating in sport,
travelling. We are all very conscious
of all that we have lost, in some cases
the tragic loss of those very dear
to us.
The situation of the matric class
of 2020 was certainly a sad one
in that students were denied the
pleasure and excitement of the
traditional rites of passage – a
climactic sport experience, the
annual valedictory and the matric
dance.
The magnificent matric
results certainly compensated for
all their hardship and sacrifice,
and they and their teachers are to
be warmly congratulated on their
tour-de- force, such a wonderful
climax to their school careers.
I have always been inspired by the
very strong bonds of friendship that
are formed between the graduates
of our schools, an enduring
camaraderie and exclusive network
that defy the passage of time and
physical distance. It is my conviction

that the matric class of 2020,
galvanized by their shared difficulties
and common challenges, will forge
even stronger bonds of lasting
friendship.

My long connection with King
David students has given me the
opportunity to celebrate not only
their matric results, but also to
take vicarious pride in the amazing
success of their careers and to
witness the strong Jewish values
and identity that our schools have
instilled in their graduates.
Of late here in South Africa, there
has been some hope with the
arrival of vaccines that we pray will
considerably control the spread of
the virus. John Milton, the famous
English epic poet, mentioned at
the beginning of my message,
also wrote another poem Paradise
Regained. Let us hope that that
will be the sequence too for our
lives, and that, in John Milton’s
words “this horror will grow mild,
this darkness light”.
Chag Pesach Sameach
Stay well and safe.
Elliot Wolf
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For the last few months, the KDSF team has been mining our database for “hidden gems” among
our 12 000-strong alumni community. We are proud to showcase the alumni who have excelled
in their chosen fields and who are making a positive impact on societies throughout the world as
Dynamic Davidians and Davidian Dynamite (18-35 year olds). This month we are proud to feature two
outstanding alumni, Dynamic Davidian Paul Coplan (KDHSL 1979), Vice President of Epidemiology
and Real-World Data Sciences for Medical Devices at Johnson and Johnson and Davidian Dynamite
– Daniel Frohlich (KDHSVP 2000), Project Controls Lead at The Boring Company.
Nominate yourself or someone you think is a Dynamic Davidian or Davidian Dynamite so we can share the
nachas and help promote these achievements and successes with our readers sassens@kdsf.org

Dynamic Davidian
PAUL COPLAN
(KDHSL 1979)
With the Johnson and Johnson Covid-19 vaccine being so
topical in South Africa and around the world, we are thrilled
to feature Dynamic Davidian Paul Coplan (KDHSL 1979),
Vice President of Epidemiology and Real-World Data Sciences
for Medical Devices at Johnson and Johnson, who helped
develop Johnson & Johnson’s Covid vaccine as a member of
the vaccine’s Ensemble Clinical Trial team and the company’s
Safety Advisory Board.
After matriculating from King David Linksfield, Paul completed
a BS Honours in Biochemistry and Physiology at the University
of Witwatersrand, a Master’s in Public Health and Nutrition at
the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, a Doctor of Science
in Epidemiology and Biostatistics at Harvard School of Public
Health, and an MBA at Wharton Business School at University
of Pennsylvania.
Just as important as his formal education were experiences
working for Oxfam at a rural mission hospital near Gwanda,
Zimbabwe as a physician assistant, ambulance driver and village
health worker trainer. He spent 18 months studying Talmud in
Yeshiva on Mount Zion and in Me’a She’arim, Jerusalem studying,
where he learnt analytical rigor and to study intensely for many
hours in the week. Working as a goatherd on a moshav near
Safed, he learnt to be a patient shepherd of groups.

antibiotics, antifungals, contraceptives, and pain medications)
and 3 medical devices (to treat atrial fibrillation, remove stroke
thrombi, and ablate tumors). In addition, Paul led the early
development of a microbicide to prevent HIV infection among
women in developing countries funded by the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation and recently approved by WHO and the
European Medicines Agency (EMA).
Paul is the Vice President of Epidemiology and Real-World
Data Sciences for Medical Devices at Johnson and Johnson,
leading a team of over 30 epidemiologists, data scientists, data
programmers and statisticians. He is working on using machine
learning for robotic surgery and digital technology to improve
their safety and performance. He has also taught Epidemiology
at University of Pennsylvania Perelman School of Medicine as an
adjunct professor for the past 21 years. He has authored over 90
peer-reviewed scientific articles and 500 international medical
conference presentations, conducted studies in 15 countries
and has worked extensively with the FDA, the EMA and Chinese
national regulators. He lives in Philadelphia with his wife and
two daughters.

“I am very grateful for the education and community at King
David, which played a huge role in my life. Elliott Wolf, as
headmaster, set the tone for developing into young adults through
high school with decency, ethical values, and a love of Latin. Rose

It took Paul quite a few years to find what he wanted to do and
through that search became a pioneer in using Epidemiology, big
data and Data Science to developing new vaccines, medicines
and medical technology and assessing their effectiveness
and safety. He helped develop Johnson & Johnson’s Covid-19
vaccine as a member of the Clinical trial team and served on
the company’s Safety Advisory Board for the Covid-19 vaccine.
He has also helped develop 8 widely used vaccines (to protect
populations against cervical cancer, bacterial pneumonia and
meningitis, shingles, chicken pox, hepatitis A and B, measles/
mumps/rubella), 9 medicines (to treat HIV, cancer, severe pain,

Cohen instilled an appreciation of poetry and English literature,
Chaim Lewis a rootedness in Jewish history, Mrs Benjamin a
solid foundation in Mathematics, Mr Simpson a fascination
for Physics and Chemistry, Mr Van Loggenberg the spirit of
Afrikaans, Doc Thomas an appreciation of Catulus and Roman
cussing, Mr Altshuler an appreciation of Jewish mystical chorale
music, Mr Savage the courage needed for Rugby, Mrs Norton the
determination for swimming and water polo, and Mr Lowry the
freedom and joy of hiking the Transkei Wild Coast”.
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Davidian Dynamite
DANIEL FROHLICH
(KDHSVP 2000)
With NASA’s Mars Perseverance rover making its final descent
to the Red Planet in February of this year, we are thrilled to
feature our very own Rocket Scientist, Davidian Dynamite
Daniel Frohlich (KDHSVP 2000), Project Controls Lead at
The Boring Company, who previously worked at SpaceX as a
Structures Manufacturing Engineer on the Dragon Spacecraft.
Dragon has carried science experiments astronauts to the
International Space Station.
After graduating from King David Victory Park, Daniel studied
Aeronautical Engineering at WITS. In his second year he was
required to complete an internship, and as one of his friends had
recently moved to Southern California, he decided to visit him
and find an internship out there. Being a naive 20-year-old, it
didn’t even occur to him that it would be unrealistic to walk into
a corporate office of Boeing or Lockheed or Northrop Grumman
and ask for an internship and get it. But that is what he did literally drove around to these aerospace companies to try and
get some vacation work experience. He stumbled across a startup company by the name of SpaceX.
In August 2003 Daniel moved to the USA to finish his BS
Aerospace Engineering at the University of Southern California,
after which he pursued an MS Astronautical Engineering, focusing
on rocket propulsion and orbital mechanics. He graduated from
USC in 2007, with the master of ceremonies being none other
than Neil Armstrong!
After graduating, Daniel worked at SpaceX for almost 8 years,
starting as a Structures Manufacturing Engineer working on
the Dragon spacecraft. This was his dream come true. His first
project was getting the primary structure of the vehicle built,
but he had a hand in almost every other structural component
that went into the vehicle. He became the manager of the
Dragon Structures Manufacturing Engineering team which was
responsible for fabrication of all of the parts of the spacecraft
(primary structure, nose cone, guidance navigation and control
bay, berthing mechanism, thermal protection system including
head shield, trunk, solar arrays and fairings, and others). His
last year was spent working on redesigning the capsule to be
waterproof so that it could be fully reusable.
The highlight of his career was standing outside of mission
control (in Los Angeles) and watching the third spacecraft
launch, and then 3hrs later going outside the building to watch
the International Space Station fly overhead, chased by the
Dragon spacecraft which he had helped build in Hawthorne
and then integrate at Cape Canaveral. Daniel was part of a small
group of people, including Elon Musk, who watched this event.

In July 2018 Daniel joined The Boring Company as a Production
Engineer helping to bridge the gap between engineers and their
CAD models, and technicians out in the field. He helped get the
first 1-mile-long tunnel built in LA, and led the effort to construct
the extraction shaft which was used to pull the machine out of
the ground, and then had an elevator installed in it for lowering
cars into the tunnel. In 2019 he moved with the company to Las
Vegas to work on the people mover for the Convention Centre,
as the Project Controls Lead.

“I have very good memories of my time at KDVP. I learned some
very valuable lessons which I still remember to this day, such as
from Meneer Ludtke when he said, “better the devil you know
than the devil you don’t know” (I said I was glad to be leaving his
class to go to high school:) True.
More importantly, I remember being taught, to always “manage
expectations” -- I think this is one of the most important lessons
I carry to this day. These days when I find myself at the bottom
of a large shaft which will one day be an awesome underground
station, looking at the different layers of sand and stone and
marvelling at how much water there is underground in this
desert, I think of geography class with Mrs Wilsher (I hope she’d be
proud!)”.
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Outstanding Results for the
King David Matric Class of 2020
The King David Schools’ Foundation proudly welcomes the King David Class of 2020 to our illustrious alumni body. Not only did they
achieve outstanding results, they did so during a global pandemic! We look forward to following their future successes and have no
doubt they will fly the King David flag high.
There were 220 Matric students in our High Schools combined (KDL 149 and KDVP 71), achieving a 100% pass rate. Remarkably, 39.5%
of students achieved overall A averages, 34.5% achieved overall B averages, and cumulatively 96% of students achieved overall C
averages or higher.
The group wrote a total of 1607 individual subject papers of which:
47,0% were A’s, 26 % were B’s, and 17% were C’s. Meaning 90% of all papers written resulted in C’s or higher.
Further highlights include:
9 distinctions from 3 students
4 distinctions from 20 students
8 distinctions from 14 students
3 distinction from 23 students
7 distinctions from 21 students
2 distinctions from 24 students
6 distinctions from 24 students
1 distinction from 39 students
5 distinctions from 17 students
Thus 36,6% of the group achieved 5 distinctions or more, with the total group average of 3,4 distinctions per pupil.
In achieving these results, 51 individual papers written saw our students among the top 1% in the country. 2 students were placed on
the IEB Outstanding list (Top 5% in the country in 6 subjects and an A for Life Orientation) and 7 students were placed on the IEB
Commendable list (top 5% in in the country in 5 subjects and an A for LO). The incredible recognition of these 9 pupils means that King
David Schools account for 5% of the total Outstanding and Commendable IEB candidates from around the country.
The King David Matric Class of 2020 are truly amazing!
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Nachas from Jewish Achiever Awards
The KDSF is delighted to recognise two Davidian winners from the ABSA Jewish Achiever Awards held in November last year.

The ABSA Business Leadership in the time of COVID:
Dr Jonathan Broomberg (KDHSVP 1978)

The Kirsch Family Entrepreneur Award: Liran Assness
(KDHSL 1998)

Broomberg was honoured with the award for the role he played
in the collaboration between the government and private sector
regarding ‘The Solidarity Fund’. In his capacity as Discovery
Chief Executive of Vitality Health International he headed up
the healthcare stream of the Fund’s work.

Winner of the Kirsch Family Entrepreneur award, Liran is an
entrepreneur and Chief Executive Office of the Sekta Group.
Sekta provides specialized industrial services group for energy,
petrochemical, oil & gas, marine, mining, manufacturing, and
construction sectors. Sekta operates throughout South Africa and
other African countries and employs over 2000 staff members.

The King David Schools’ Foundation also
takes vicarious pride in the nominations of
Lorraine Srage (Head of School, King David
High School Linksfield) and Shelly Freinkel
(Head of School, King David Senior Primary
Linksfield).

These nominations acknowledged their leadership over many
years. Without such invested leadership in our schools, we would
not be able to have the high quality, forward thinking and dynamic
schools that we do.
We also apologise to Davidians Dr Anton Meyberg (KDHSVP
1994) and Steven Schneid (KDHSVP 1993) who were erroneously
omitted from our November newsletter for their nominations in the
categories ‘Kia Community Service Award’ and ‘ABSA Professional
Excellence in the Time of Covid’, respectively.
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The Boys and Girls of
King David High School
For over 70 years, King David schools have produced outstanding
alumni, many of whom excelled in their chosen careers, but all
of whom have a shared history and shared values. The result
is a network of Davidians that has been leveraged across the
globe, for business, for good causes, for alumni looking for new
opportunities or alumni in need of the best medical advice.

“For a group of boys and girls at King David High School in the
Linksfield suburb of Johannesburg, South Africa, childhood ended
early—before they were men and women—amid the violent
changes of South Africa in the 1970s and 1980s—and they were
cast like seeds to the wind to Australia, the United States, Canada,
Britain, and Israel.

A recent article that appeared in ‘Orthopedics This Week’,
publisher Robin Young included, an article entitled “The Boys
and Girls of King David High School” in which he speaks about
the incredible bonds and connections formed on the King David
campus, specifically between classmates Brad Patt and Frank
Philips (both KDHSL 1977) and how this came to be a successful
business partnership 30 years later.

Who could have imagined that this particular class of
boys and girls from Johannesburg’s King David High
School would become the CEO of Getty Images, the head
of Asia Pacific for JP Morgan, a professor of spine surgery
and MIS surgery at one of the top ranked academic
institutions in the U.S., and an inventor of miniaturized
medical imaging technologies and author of more than 61
peer reviewed studies (1,919 citations) and much more? “
To read the full article, click here
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King David Victory Park
ReZOOMions
This year, the King David Schools’ Foundation has successfully hosted two ZOOM reunions for King David Victory Park –
the KDVP Class of 1991 and KDVP Class of 1981
KDVP Class of 1991
On Sunday 21st February, the KDVP Class of 1991 met on
ZOOM to celebrate their 30-year school reunion. Time zones
made no difference – it was 3am for some and as late as 10pm
for others - as 60 students from the year joined the ZOOM
from 7 countries. Three decades seemed to have passed in a
flash as they shared life stories, reminisced and reconnected
as they re-kindled treasured friendships which began on the
King David Victory Park school grounds, some as far back as
nursery school.

KDVP Cla

ss of 1981

KDVP Cla

ss of 1991

KDVP Class of 1981
On Sunday 7th March the KDVP Class of 1981 celebrated their
40-year school reunion on ZOOM.
Alumni from the VP Class of 1981 reminisced about the “good old
days” at school, sharing funny stories and memories from their
school days, with a special appearance from Jeffrey & Barbara
Wolf!

1

198
lass of
KDVP C

1

199
lass of
KDVP C

KDVP Class of 1981

KDVP Class of 1991
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King David Linksfield
Class of 1991 ReZOOMion
On Sunday 14th March, over 130 alumni from the King David
Linksfield Class of 1991 met on zoom to celebrate their 30-year
school reunion. Davidians from the Class of 1991 joined from
every time zone across the globe, and laughed and cried as
they reminisced, and shared happy and funny stories from their
school days.

This feeling was aptly conveyed in a thank you letter from
Bradley Gatter (KDHSL 1991):
“I wanted to thank the King David Schools’ Foundation for
an incredible afternoon. It was surreal, emotional and quite
challenging to describe, but such a privilege to be part of this
reunion and the KD schools at large.

The sentiment was unanimous that the friendships forged on
the grounds of King David Linksfield all those years ago are
friendships for life, and that time and distance did not break
the tangible connections shared by the KDL Class of 1991.
Everyone agreed that a King David education was a privilege,
and many expressed their gratitude for the opportunities their
schooling at King David presented.

What I really loved about today was that our daughters
witnessed, observed and learnt from this very special, life-long
KD connection. Les and I often speak about how privileged
we were, and they now are, to have a blue Magen David on
their school shirts, worn with such pride & great freedom whilst
more than 70 years ago it was a yellow Magen David and the
contrast of the two. Thank you again for a truly memorable and
really unforgettable afternoon”

KDL Class

of 1991

f 1991

ss o
KDL Cla

KDL Class of 1991
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				UPCOMING
				ReZOOMIES
High school reunions provide the opportunity for alumni from all over the world to reconnect and reminisce
about school days. During Covid, the KDSF has successfully hosted ZOOM reunions, enabling alumni from all
corners of the world to reconnect and share memories.
The following ZOOM reunions have been scheduled for 2021. Final dates to be confirmed once we have
established whether reunions can take place on campus or via ZOOM:

60 Year
Class of 1961: King David Linksfield - 13 June

50 Year
Class of 1971: King David Linksfield – 2 May
King David Victory Park – 11 July

40 Year

Class of 1981: King David Linksfield – 11 August

30 Year

Class of 1990: King David Victory Park – 9 May

20 Year

Class of 2001: King David Linksfield – 6 June
King David Victory Park – 23 May

If you are interested in attending a reunion or assisting with your
reunion, please contact Gila Glazer on glazerg@kdsf.org
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It offers practical insights and
experiences which will be of
considerable use to practitioners,
policy-makers and urban planning
students.

He Does Not Die
a Death of Shame

Buy the book

CLICK HERE

Jack Hoffmann

Jack Hoffmann
HE DOES NOT DIE A DEATH
OF SHAME - JACK HOFFMAN
(KDHSL 1959)
The book traces the early life of
Dan Ginsberg who was forced to
leave Lithuania because of antiSemitism. It follows his struggles
to find a foothold in South Africa.
Debora Becker is born in a small
South African town. She suffers
the abuse of her single mother and
the prejudices of the local Jewish
community. Dan and Debora marry
but their lives are blighted by
the horrors of the Second World
War. Their son, Zak grows up in
the shadow of his parents’ sad
histories. He seeks solace from his
Zulu nanny, Zanele and befriends
her son Simon.
The story follows the lives of the
two young men. Their destinies
become inexorably intertwined
in their pursuit of what is right.
Zak studies the art of saving
lives. Simon learns the craft of
destroying lives. Both are drawn
into the anti-apartheid struggle.
The one acts because his ancestors
were victims, the other because he
is a victim.
Buy the book

CLICK HERE

VERNACULAR
REGENERATION:
LOW-INCOME HOUSING,
PRIVATE POLICING AND
URBAN TRANSFORMATION
IN INNER-CITY
JOHANNESBURG –
AIDAN MOSSELSON
(KDHSL 2002)
This book presents an alternative,
multi-layered account for reading
the process of urban change and
renewal. The provision of social
and affordable housing and the
spread of private security are
explored through the lenses of
neoliberal urbanism, gentrification,
the privatisation of public space
and revanchist policing. This book
interrogates these concepts and
challenges
their
assumptions
based on new qualitative and
ethnographic evidence emerging
out of Johannesburg.
Dated concepts in Critical Urban
Studies are re-evaluated and
the book calls for an alternative,
adaptable approach, focusing on
how we develop a vocabulary and
creative understanding of urban
regeneration.
This book is an
contribution
to
and comparative
to understanding
processes of urban

outstanding
theoreticaly
approaches
cities and
change.

ZIGZAG PAZ - PAMELA ANN
ZOLKOV (KDHSL 1978)
A true journey each step of the way
mapped and charted by uncanny
coincidences. This mystifying path
underscored by a rhythmic tempo
explores the notion of synchronicity
and Twin Souls, and is an intriguing
tale which is scattered with iconic
people and incidents.
Buy the book

CLICK HERE
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Calling All
Bush Lovers

Roots & Journeys, the generous sponsor of our previous
Botswana Raffle prizes, has just released a “Patron
Programme” for either individuals or companies that would
like to purchase nights to be utilised at all their lodges and
camps over a five year period.
The prices are very competitive and include some excellent
extras that come with being a “Patron”.
There is no pre payment required and payment can be done
as bookings are locked in. There is a lot of travel flexibility
provided given the current times we are living in.
This will be of interest to frequent bush visitors, and for
companies that would like to utilise this for staff get togethers,
incentives or rewards. It is also great for businesses to allocate
nights to their important customers.
For more information

CLICK HERE

Bequests
By nominating the King Schools’ Foundation in your
will, you can help us to fund our Jewish future. Every
bequest, whether large or small, will make a valued
contribution to ensuring that King David Schools
remain centres of excellence, while we continue to
provide financial assistance to families who cannot
afford full school fees.
If you are considering nominating the King David
Schools’ Foundation as a beneficiary of your estate,
please contact the Foundation on 27 11 480 4701
Alternatively please contact
Elliot Wolf wolfe@kdsf.org or
Raelene Tradonsky tradonskyr@sabje.co.za
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Mazeltovs!
We love hearing about your simchas and apologise if we have unintentionally left anyone
out. If you would like us to include your simcha in the next newsletter, email Shana Sassen
on sassens@kdsf.org

Births
•

Adi and Aliya Kaimowitz on the birth of a son

•

Alon and Alexa Berger on the birth of a son

•

Avron and Shelly (Getz) Kahn on the birth of a daughter

•

Chris and Kerri (Schneider) Rogerson on the birth of a son

•

Clinton and Nicky (Bodovcky) Wolder on the birth of a son

•

Daniel and Alexis (Gillis) Hersch on the birth of a daughter

•

David and Belinda (Resnick) Abramowitz birth of a son

•

Daniel and Carolyn (Shenker) Page on the birth of a daughter

•

Daniel and Tali (Miller) Schay on the birth of a son

•

Darren and Calli Gordon on the birth of a son

•

Darren and Hannah Lurie birth of a son

•

David and Dani (Lever) Pickel on the birth of a daughter

•

Dean and Robyn Kantor on the birth of a son

•

Gavin and Liane (Lurie) Dick on the birth of a son

•

Howie and Daelle (Fainstein) Sachs on the birth of a son

•

Jonathan and Erin-Lee (Blumberg) Melamed on the birth of
a daughter

•

Joshua and Naomi Jaffe on the birth of a son

•

Lance and Hannah Omsky on the birth of a daughter

•

Liad and Jaimee (Joseph) Hadar on the birth of a son

•

Marc and Danielle (Jaffit) Green on the birth of a daughter

•

Mark Livni and Julie on the birth of a son

•

Mic and Melisa (Raiher) Mann on the birth of a daughter

•

Zalman and Jami (Kramer) Ash on the birth of a son

Alon and Alexa Berger

Daniel Hersch
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Kahn Family

Mic Mann

Howie and Daelle Sachs

Mark Livni

Zalman and Jami Ash

Omsky Family
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Engagements
•

Adam Black and Lara Bloch

•

Elan Sawitzky and Sarit Yudelowitz

•

Adam Gross and Aviva Landie

•

Glen Rabinowitz and Jayde Kaftel

•

Adam Ross and Carmel Sabbag

•

Greg Epstein and Mandy Moss

•

Alex Cohen and Tanna Michel

•

Jason Kaplan and Gabi Goldblatt

•

Amichai Steinman and Nicole Pantanowitz

•

Jonathan Ostrofsky and Goldie Felsenstein

•

Dani Bachmann and Adriaan Nel

•

Jonathan Zwick and Andrea Gluckman

•

Darren Band and Marissa Lewis

•

Josh Miltz and Karli Anavi

•

Dean Pozniak and Michal Sasinsky

•

Justin Shapiro and Antonia Pereria

•

Matthew Ackroyd and Justine Goodman

•

Marc Berman and Shayna Harris

•

Paul Fingleson and Andy Sacharowitz Kushner

•

Yishai Mark and Lara Sanders

Adam Black and Lara Bloch

Amichai Steinman ann Nicole
Pantanowitz

Adam Gross and Aviva Landie

Marc Berman and Shayna Harris

Alex Cohen and Tanna Michel
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Jonathan Ostrofsky and
Goldie Felsenstein

Josh Miltz and Karli Anavi

Dani Bachmann and Adriaan Nel

Elan Sawitzky and Sarit Yudelowitz
Yishai Mark and Lara Sanders

Glen Rabinowitz and
Jayde Kaftel

Greg Epstein and Mandy Moss
Darren Band and
Marissa Lewis

Adam Ross and Carmel Sabbag
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Marriages
•

Brett and Tarryn (Hindle) Kanichowsky

•

Mark and Taryn (Lipshitz) Hamburger

•

Daniel and Samantha (Kahn) Pelkowitz

•

Natan and Shira (Avramov) Mendelsohn

•

Dorrin and Kerry (Shor) Lewis

•

Ryan and Tovi (Mirkin) Woolfson

•

Jonathan and Carli (Gaddin) Aronowitz

•

Simon and Gabbi (Katzenellenbogen) Haifer

Simon and Gabbi Haifer

Jonathan and Carli Aronowitz

Kerry Dorrin Lewis

Natan and Shira Mendelsohn

Ryan and Tovi Woolfson

Please email Shana Sassen on sassens@kdsf.org with all your simcha details and photos

